NOW INCLUDES RAPIDSOS

Rave 911 Suite location data comes from a variety of sources. It provides improved, more accurate location information and speeds response. It supports and refines Mobile ALI locations in a single view.

When a 9-1-1 call comes into a PSAP, the Rave 911 Suite presents PSAP call takers with a consolidated map-based view of call location data from multiple sources. This combined view allows call takers to instantly hone in on the caller’s location.

Location Data Sources

**MOBILE ALI**
Your primary source of location data today – typically accurate to within 50-300 meters.

**SMART911® PROFILE**
Accurate inferred location – work and home location address provided by individuals in Smart911 profiles.

**RAVE FACILITY™**
Identify key facilities in the vicinity of the caller, providing access to civic address, floor plans, entry/exits, emergency contacts, and more.

**RAPIDSOS CLEARINGHOUSE**
Directly from smartphones – uses best available technology (GPS, WiFi, beacons) to provide highly accurate location.
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